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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a new framework to analyse and
process 3D animations (defined by sequences of triangular
meshes sharing the same connectivity at any frame). Our
idea is to develop a spatio-temporal wavelet filtering for such
data, leading to a relevant multiresolution decomposition. In
geometry processing, the most efficient spatial wavelets are
based on a semiregular sampling. Since the 3D animations
generally have an irregular sampling, one of our contribution
is a remeshing technique, transforming an animation in a se-
quence of semiregular meshes, which presents regularity in
time but also in space. This new sampling has the advantage
to improve the quality of the multiresolution decomposition
in the spatial dimension. To show the contribution of such a
spatio-temporal filtering in animation processing, we present
some experimental results in data compression.

Index Terms— Animation, wavelet transforms, signal sam-
pling, signal resolution, data compression.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, a lot of works focus on the compression of animations.
One animation is most of times defined by a sequence of tri-
angular meshes sharing the same connectivity at any frame.
It means that the triangulation is the same at any frame, and
so the number of vertices is fixed. This temporal regularity
has been already exploited with a monodimensional wavelet
filtering [1, 2] in compression algorithms. On the other hand,
the spatial wavelet filtering has been rarely adressed in this
domain [3, 4] because of the irregular sampling of the anima-
tions, which makes the filtering complex. However, combin-
ing these two techniques to obtain a spatio-temporal wavelet
filtering could be relevant, in order to improve some appli-
cations like compression, visualization or Levels of Details
(LOD), for instance.

In geometry processing, the problem of irregular sampling
has been overcame by a preprocessing step, transforming the
irregular meshes in semiregular ones [5, 6]. The semiregular
sampling of a mesh is a great advantage in comparison with
an irregular sampling. first a semiregular mesh has a relevant
multiresolution structure: a semiregular mesh is defined bya

coarse base mesh and several sets of regular vertices which
can be added by vertex insertion, to obtain the finest resolu-
tion level (figure 1).

Fig. 1. Multiresolution decomposition of a semiregular mesh.

The second advantage of the semiregular meshes concerns
the wavelet filtering: several works [7, 8, 9] have shown that
the semiregular sampling of a mesh combined with a spatial
wavelet filtering [7, 10, 11] leads to better results than coders
for irregular meshes.

Since the spatial wavelet filtering is efficient for static
semiregular meshes, one solution for animations should be
to use a preprocessing remeshing step of the whole animation
in order to ease the subsequent wavelet filtering. One work
has been already proposed in this way [4], but unfortunately
only the spatial dimension has been exploited with wavelets.
Therefore, we propose a new framework based on wavelets
to analyse and process 3D animations. Our idea is to propose
a spatio-temporal wavelet filtering for such data, leading to
a relevant multiresolution decomposition, which should im-
prove some applications like compression. The first contribu-
tion of our paper is a remeshing technique for animations. The
idea is obtain a semiregular representation of an animationin
order to apply successively a temporal wavelet filtering and
a spatial one (based on semiregular sampling). The second
contribution is to show that a wavelet-based spatio-temporal
decomposition of the original animation, allowing level ofde-
tails in the spatial dimension but also in the temporal one, is
an efficient approach to compress the animations.



The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our remesher for 3D animations. Section 3 shows
how creating a spatio-temporal decomposition of a remeshed
animation by using wavelets. Section 4 gives some prelimi-
nary results in compression, and we conclude in Section 5.

2. PROPOSED REMESHER FOR ANIMATIONS

In order to obtain our wavelet-based spatio-temporal decom-
position, we need a preprocessing stage which transforms the
input animation in sequence of semiregular meshes. Our re-
mesher is based on a motion compensation technique and the
remesher MAPS [5] previously proposed for static meshes.
The first step is to estimate the motion of the animation and
then use this information to compensate the motion of all the
frames. Anaverage frameof the motion-compensated se-
quences is computed. Then, thisaverage frameis remeshed in
order to obtain a semiregular representation used as template
to remesh all the frames of the animation.

2.1. Motion estimation

To compensate the motion of a given animationF defined
by a set ofT meshes (F = {f1, f2, ..., ft, ...fT }), we use
a classical technique of estimation/compensation. The idea
is to estimate, for each framet (t 6= 1), the motion of the
set of verticesVt = {v1

t , v2

t , ..., vi
t, ..., v

V
t } in function of the

first framef1. The motions are defined with affine transform
matrices. Then, we use the estimated motion to compensate
the motion along the whole animation, and finally obtain the
so-called “motion-compensated sequence”:

F̂ = {f̂1, f̂2, ..., f̂t, ...f̂T },

where each mesĥft is now defined by a new set of vertices

V̂t = {v̂1

t , v̂2

t , ..., v̂i
t, ..., v̂

V
t }.

Currently, we use the technique of [12], but any similar
technique can be used ([13] for instance). The figure 2 shows
one result obtained with this technique.

Fig. 2. Effect of a motion compensation on the DOLPHIN ani-
mation (101 frames). At left, the original frames 1 (in yellow)
and 70 (in red) without compensation ; at right, the motion of
the frame 70 is compensated.

2.2. Creation of the base semiregular representation

Once the motion-compensated sequence obtained, anaver-
age frameFa is computed. Each vertexvj

a ∈ Fa is computed
by: vj

a =
∑T

i=0
v̂j

i , with v̂j
i the jth vertex of the motion-

compensated framêFi. This resulting frame is used as tem-
plate to obtain the semiregular structure, created with a mod-
ified version of the remesher MAPS [5].

MAPS proposes 4 steps: i) the input irregular mesh is dec-
imated to create a coarse mesh (see figure 1, on the left); ii)
a parameterization of the decimated vertices is done on this
coarse mesh; iii) this parameterization is used to add regular
vertices on the coarse mesh by triangle subdivision (see figure
1, the second on the left); iv) the third step is repeated until
the finest resolution level (see figure 1, on the right). For more
explanations about MAPS, please refer to [5].

Our modification of the state-of-the art method lies in the
decimation technique. Instead of vertex collapses, we use the
Qslimalgorithm of Garland and Heckbert [14], with half-edge
collapses. Also, we include additional tests, such the topolog-
ical one of [15], to ensure a manifold mesh. Finally, we obtain
a semiregular version of theaverage frameFa, which will be
used as template to remesh the other frames of the sequence.

2.3. Remeshing of the whole sequence

To create a semiregular version at any frameft, we try to find
the positions of all the vertices of the remeshedaverage frame
on all the subsequent frames. There are two cases:

1. the given vertex is one irregular vertex of the coarse
average frame(this vertex has not been removed dur-
ing the decimation step). In this case, its motion has
been already computed during the motion compensa-
tion step. So we can easily find its location for all the
subsequent frames.

2. the given vertex is one regular vertex added by subdi-
vision during the refinement step of the coarseaver-
age frame. In this case, its motion is unknown and we
need to estimate it. For this, we use the parameteri-
zation domain previously computed with MAPS. This
vertex belongs obviously to one triangle(vm, vn, vo) of
the parametric domain (on the originalaverage frame).
Thus its location is given byv = αvm + βvn + γvo,
with (α, β, γ) its barycentric coordinates. Finally, the
motionM of this vertex is obtained by interpolating the
known motions of the three vertices of the concerned
triangle:M = αMm + βMn + γMo, whereMm, Mn,
andMo are respectively the motion (affine transforms
matrix) of the verticesvm, vn andvo.

By applying the same technique for all the frames, the semireg-
ular version of the whole animation is obtained. The figure 3
shows the result on the frame 51 of the DOLPHIN animation.



Fig. 3. Input and output of the proposed remesher: the DOL-
PHIN animation at the frame 51. The irregular version (on the
left) has 47773 vertices and 95542 triangles, and the semireg-
ular one (on the right) has 51202 vertices and 102400 trian-
gles.

3. SPATIO-TEMPORAL DECOMPOSITION

To create a spatio-temporal decomposition of this semiregular
animation, we first apply the temporal wavelet filtering of
[2]. This filtering is based on a lifting scheme. The princi-
ple of this analysis is to apply a monodimensional filtering
on the successive temporal positions of each vertex. After
this step, we obtain two subsets: a high frequency subband
Ht

1
defined byT/2 detail frames (temporal wavelet coeffi-

cients): Ht
1

= {ht
1,0, h

t
1,1, ..., h

t
1,T/2

}; a low frequency sub-
bandLt

1
defined byT/2 approximation frames (temporallow

frequencysignal): Lt
1

= {lt
1,0, l

t
1,1, ..., l

t
1,T/2

}. One can ob-
tain a multiresolution decomposition by subsequent filterings
of the low frequency subbands. This decomposition consists
in N subbands of detail framesHt

rt (wherert represents the
temporal resolution), and the low frequency sequenceLt

N .
Then, we apply the spatial wavelet filtering based on the

butterfly lifting scheme [7] on all the frames of the tempo-
ral low frequency sequenceLt

N . For each frameltN,k of this
sequence, this step givesM subbands of spatial wavelet co-
efficientshsltrs,k (wherers represents the spatial resolution
level) and a coarse versionlsltM,k of the given frame.

The principle of this decomposition is illustrated by the
figure 4. On this figure, we apply 2 levels of temporal decom-
position, and 2 levels of spatial decomposition.

4. ONE APPLICATION IN COMPRESSION

4.1. Compression algorithm used

To show the interest of such a spatio-temporal decomposition,
we propose the compression algorithm given by the figure 5.
To take into account the spatio-temporal decomposition, we
combine the temporal wavelet-based coder of [2] and the ze-
rotree coder of [7] as follow:

• we encode the temporal wavelet coefficients (Ht
i ) with

the temporal wavelet-based coder of [2], by imposing a
global target bitrate (RT );
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Fig. 4. Spatio-temporal decomposition based on wavelet fil-
tering: 2 levels of temporal decomposition giving the tempo-
ral wavelet coefficients (in red and orange), and 2 levels of
spatial decomposition giving the spatial ones (in blue). The
meshes in the dotted rounded box (in green) represent the
coarse sequence (spatio-temporal low frequency signal).

• then we encode the set of spatial wavelet coefficients
({HsLt

rs}) with the zerotree coder of [7] by impos-
ing the optimal bitrate (RS) computed by the alloca-
tion process of [2] for the encoding of the temporal low
frequency subband.

4.2. Results

The figure 6 shows the curve “rate-distortion” of the DOL-
PHIN obtained with 3 methods: i) using a temporal wavelet
filtering without remeshing (coder of [2]); ii) using a tempo-
ral wavelet filteringafter remeshing (proposed remesher and
coder of [2]); iii) using a spatio-temporal wavelet filtering af-
ter remeshing (proposed remesher and proposed coder).

As distortion criterion, we use the metric based on Haus-
dorff distance given in [16], which is generally used to evalu-
ate the quality of compressed meshes.
The bitrate is given in bits perirregular vertexand per frame.
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We observe that the performances are significantly better when
using our remesher before the compression step. Moreover,
we observe that the approach based on our spatio-temporal
decomposition gives the best results. It proves the interest of
a spatio-temporal decomposition of an animation, and conse-
quently the interest of a remeshing preprocessing before com-
pression.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We have presented in this paper a new framework to anal-
yse and process 3D animations. We highlight the interest of
using a spatio-temporal wavelet filtering on animations. We
show that it allows a multiscale decomposition, in time and
space, which improves significantly the compression perfor-
mances. The spatial filtering being more efficient for regu-
lar samplings, we also propose a simple method of remesh-
ing which transforms the input animation into a sequence of
semiregular meshes. These contributions are preliminary works,
and there are numerous ways to explore in order to improve
the performances of our remesher and of the proposed com-
pression algorithm.
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